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Abstract30

People tend to evaluate information from reliable sources more favourably, but it is unclear31

exactly how perceivers’ worldviews interact with this source credibility effect. In a large and32

diverse cross-cultural sample (N = 10, 195 from 24 countries), we presented participants with33

obscure, meaningless statements attributed to either a spiritual guru or a scientist. We found34

a robust global source credibility effect for scientific authorities, which we dub ‘the Einstein35

effect’: across all 24 countries scientists hold greater authority than spiritual source, even36

among highly committed religious people, who are relatively also more credulous of nonsense37

from scientists than they are of nonsense from spiritual gurus. Additionally, individual38

religiosity predicted a weaker relative preference for the statement from the scientist vs. the39

spiritual guru, and was more strongly associated with credibility judgments for the guru40

than the scientist. Independent data on explicit trust ratings across 143 countries mirrored41

the experimental patterns. These findings suggest that irrespective of religious worldview,42

science is a powerful and universal heuristic that signals the reliability of information.43

Keywords: source credibility, religion, science beliefs, culture44

45

In a heated debate about the proximity of COVID-19 herd immunity, White House health46

advisor Dr. Scott Atlas proclaimed “You’re supposed to believe the science, and I’m telling47

you the science”1. A group of infectious disease experts and former colleagues from Stanford,48

however, publicly criticized Dr. Atlas, who is a radiologist, for spreading ‘falsehoods and mis-49

representation of science’ through his statements about face masks, social distancing and the50

safety of community transmission2. In the 2020 pandemic crisis, all eyes turned to scientific ex-51

perts to provide advice, guidelines and remedies; from COVID-19 alarmists to skeptics, appeal52

to scientific authority appeared a prevalent strategy on both sides of the political spectrum.53

Please see the Appendix for a short commentary on how the present work might relate to the54

COVID-19 situation.55

A large body of research has shown that the credibility of a statement is heavily influenced56

by the perceived credibility of its source3–10. Children and adults are sensitive to the past track57

record of informants11–16, evidence of their benevolence toward the recipient of testimony17–19,58

as well as how credible the information is on its face20,21. From an evolutionary perspective,59

deference to credible authorities such as teachers, doctors, and scientists is an adaptive strategy60

that enables effective cultural learning and knowledge transmission22–28. Indeed, if the source is61

considered a trusted expert, people are willing to believe claims from that source without fully62

understanding them. We dub this ‘the Einstein effect’; people simply accept that E = mc2 and63

that antibiotics can help cure pneumonia because credible authorities such as Einstein and their64

doctor say so, without actually understanding what these statements truly entail.65

Knowing that a statement originates from an epistemic authority may thus increase the66

likelihood of opaque messages being interpreted as meaningful and profound. According to67

Sperber29, in some cases, incomprehensible statements from credible sources may be appreciated68

not just in spite of but by virtue of their incomprehensibility, as exemplified by the speech of69

spiritual or intellectual gurus (the “Guru effect”). Here, we investigate to what extent different70

epistemic authorities affect the perceived value of nonsensical information. To this end, we71

contrasted judgements of gobbledegook spoken by a spiritual leader with gobbledegook spoken72

by a scientist. In addition, we assessed whether the source effect is predicted by individual73
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religiosity and varies cross-culturally, as a proxy for how scientists and spiritual authorities74

function as “gurus” for different individuals and within different cultural contexts.75

Although source credibility effects have typically been investigated for persuasion in market-76

ing and communication, both science and spirituality may present particularly suitable contexts77

for inducing strong source effects. Scientists are generally considered competent and benevolent78

sources30,31 and scientific information is often difficult and counterintuitive32–34. The combina-79

tion of a credible authority and intangible information can increase the probability of obscure80

scientific information being accepted, by enhancing perceivers’ reliance on the source9,10,35. Even81

indirect context cues, such as those emphasizing the scientific nature of a piece of information can82

increase the probability that (dubious) information is believed36. Some experimental evidence,83

for instance, suggests that irrelevant neuroscience information37–39 or nonsense mathematical84

equations40 can boost the perceived quality of presented claims, though note that replication85

studies suggest that mere brain images may not suffice41,42. Notably, these effects were only86

present among nonexperts (i.e., people with little formal neuroscientific or mathematical train-87

ing). This distinction suggests that the appeal of “sciencey” information may be particularly88

strong when analytical assessment fails and one can only rely on secondary credibility cues.89

Similar to the anticipated complexity of scientific information, prior beliefs about religious90

or spiritual texts instigate expectations that the information presented will be obscure. Super-91

natural explanations often appeal to phenomena that operate outside of the natural world and92

to experiences deemed ineffable, mysterious and exempt from empirical validation43–48. Some93

scholars have argued that incomprehensible theological language and irrational beliefs may serve94

as a costly signal towards the religious ingroup, signalling quality by hard-to-fake moral commit-95

ment, intellectual capacity and epistemological investment49,50. However, irrespective of content96

biases, the evaluation of spiritual or theological obscurity critically depends on one’s personal97

beliefs about the credibility of spiritual gurus or religious authorities.98

Various lines of evidence suggest that perceived credibility of both content and source in-99

deed depends on individual difference factors such as the perceiver’s (political) ideology and100

worldview51–54. In the absence of the means to rationally evaluate a claim and reliable source101

information, people likely infer credibility based on beliefs about the group to which the source102

belongs (e.g., ‘conservatives’, ‘scientists’). In this process, similarities between one’s own world-103

view and that of the source’s group may serve as a proxy for being a benevolent and reliable104

source23,55. In a religious context, Christians were found to be more affected by an intercessory105

prayer when supposedly performed by a (charismatic) Christian than a non-Christian56 and to106

require less evidence for religious claims (e.g., efficacy of prayer to cure illness) than for scien-107

tific claims (e.g., efficacy of medication57,58). These differences were not present among secular108

individuals. Furthermore, evangelical Christians were more likely to accept statements opposing109

their personal views when attributed to an ingroup religious leader versus an outgroup religious110

leader59. This effect was moderated by the amount of contact participants had with the specific111

group the religious leader belonged to, which highlights the importance of the person-source fit112

for message acceptance.113

To account for these effects, alongside traditional dual-process models of persuasion9,10,60,61,114

various authors have recently proposed a Bayesian framework in which subjective beliefs about115
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the source (e.g., trustworthiness) and one’s worldviews contribute to belief updating in response116

to new information following Bayesian principles6,62–64. By including background beliefs, these117

Bayesian networks describe how a differential weighing of evidence and even divergent updating118

(belief polarization) can be considered rational and normative. This may explain, for instance,119

how strong religious believers can become more convinced of their beliefs in the face of dis-120

confirmatory evidence, especially when their faith is being challenged63,65. Similarly, strong121

conservatives who distrust science may become less convinced of human-caused global warming122

when presented with scientific consensus information62. In other words, laypeople may apply123

their own ‘power priors’66 to calibrate evidence from different sources, whose trustworthiness is124

subjectively determined, partly by their broader worldview.125

In sum, whereas previous studies have established source credibility effects in a wide array of126

domains, as-of-yet little is known about whether and to what extent people’s worldview is pre-127

dictive of the relative credibility evaluation of information from scientific and spiritual sources.128

In the present study, we presented participants (N = 10, 195, from 24 countries) with meaning-129

less verbiage (henceforth, “gobbledegook”; also referred to in the literature as “pseudo-profound130

bullshit”67) randomly credited to either a spiritual authority or a scientific authority (see Figure131

5). We assessed (1) whether trusting scientific experts over spiritual leaders is a general heuris-132

tic (i.e., the Einstein effect), and (2) to what extent perceivers’ religiosity predicts the relative133

confidence in the truth of the gobbledegook statements from both sources. Note that we chose134

a “spiritual guru” authority frame, instead of “religious leader,” because we wanted to avoid135

selecting an authority specific to any particular religion, to keep the study consistent across coun-136

tries. While religiosity and spirituality are overlapping but not interchangeable constructs68,69,137

self-reported religiosity has been positively associated with belief in spiritual phenomena such138

as fate, spiritual energy, and a connected universe70–72 (though not unequivocally73). Conse-139

quently, we expected religiosity to be associated with increased receptivity to gobbledegook from140

a spiritual authority.141

All confirmatory hypotheses and included measures were preregistered on the Open Science142

Framework (see osf.io/faj2z/). This link contains the original preregistration file. The registered143

component (including additional sub-projects) can be found at osf.io/xg8y5/files. In addition,144

for exploratory purposes, we included response time measures and a memory test to obtain145

insight into the cognitive processes underlying the source credibility effect (these measures were146

anticipated in the preregistration, but no concrete hypotheses were formulated). In order to fur-147

ther validate the findings from our experimental paradigm, we also analysed a large dataset from148

117,191 individuals across 143 countries (including the same countries included in our study)149

that contains explicit trust ratings of scientists and traditional healers, as well as participant150

religiosity74.151

Results152

The two dependent variables that were measured (i.e., importance of the message and credibility153

of the message) were highly correlated for both the scientific source (Spearman’s ρ = 0.772,154

95% credible interval [0.764, 0.779]) and for the spiritual source (Spearman’s ρ = 0.827, 95%155

credible interval [0.822, 0.833]; see Figure A7)75. As the pattern of results was equal across the156

https://osf.io/faj2z/
https://osf.io/xg8y5/files
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Figure 1: Observed relation between religiosity and credibility ratings per source, for each country. Countries
are ordered by size of the source-by-religiosity interaction (from left to right, top to bottom). Red lines denote
ratings for the spiritual guru and grey lines denote ratings for the scientist. Data points are jittered to enhance
visibility. Credibility was measured on a 7-point Likert scale.

dependent variables, we decided to only describe the findings for credibility in detail (see Table157

2 for the results for importance).158

Effect of source on credibility159

First, we assessed the extent to which the perceived credibility of a gobbledegook statement160

is affected by its source (i.e., a scientist vs. a spiritual guru). Note, our initial hypothesis was161

that there would be no main effect of source, that is, we expected evidence for the null-model.162

However, based on visual inspection of the data (see Figure 1) a main effect of source seems163

evident. To quantify the evidence for the effect of source, we compared between the null model164

without an effect of condition (i.e., the scientist and spiritual guru are judged equally credible),165

the model with a common positive effect of condition across countries (i.e., the scientist is judged166

more credible than the guru, to an equal degree in every country), the model with a varying167

positive effect of source (i.e., the scientist is judged more credible than the guru, but to varying168

degrees across countries), and the unconstrained model that allows the source effect to be varying169

from both positive to negative (i.e., in some countries, the scientist is considered more credible170

than the guru, in other countries, the guru is considered more credible than the scientist).171

The Bayes factor model-comparison summarized in Table 1 shows that the data provide172
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Table 1: Bayes factor model comparisons to test H1 and H2

Model Bayes factor p(M)

Hypothesis 1: Source effect
M0 Countryu + Religiosityu 1-to-10228 < .01
M1 Countryu + Religiosityu + Source1 1-to-1017 < .01
M+ Countryu + Religiosityu + Source+ ∗ .92
Mu Countryu + Religiosityu + Sourceu 1-to-12.30 .08

Hypothesis 2: Source-by-Religiosity Effect
M0 Countryu + Religiosityu + Sourceu 1-to-1015 < .01
M1 Countryu + Religiosityu + Sourceu + Source*Religiosity1 ∗ .50
M+ Countryu + Religiosityu + Sourceu + Source*Religiosity+ 1-to-1.28 .39
Mu Countryu + Religiosityu + Sourceu + Source*Religiosityu 1-to-4.60 .11

Note. Asterisks mark the preferred model for each hypothesis. The remaining values are the Bayes
factors for the respective model vs. the preferred model. Subscripts reflect parameter constraints;

u indicates an unconstrained effect, 1 indicates a common (positive/negative) effect, + indicates a
varying positive/negative effect. p(M) gives the posterior model probability per hypothesis. All
models include the covariate level of education.

most evidence for the positive effects model, which assumes a varying but consistently positive173

effect across countries. The source effect is favoured 1.1× 10210-to-1 over the null-model, which174

indicates strong evidence that the meaningless statement from the scientist is considered more175

credible than the meaningless statement from the guru. The positive effects model strongly176

outperforms the common effect model (BF+1 = 8.9 × 1017; explained variance (Bayesian R2)177

is 17.9%, 95% credible interval [17.0%, 18.7%]). The mean and 95% credible interval of the178

unstandardized size of the source effect in the full model is 0.70 [0.60, 0.79] on a 7-point Likert179

scale and the standard deviation between countries is 0.16. Also note that as shown in Figure180

1 the within-country individual differences in credibility ratings are large, indicating that most181

of the variance is located at the lower level (i.e., the individual level). The intraclass correlation182

coefficients (ICCs) quantifying the proportion of variance explained by the country clustering,183

as well as the total explained variance by the included effects for all models (Bayesian R2) are184

reported in the Appendix. There, we also report MCMC diagnostics to verify the adequacy of185

the Bayesian models, as well as the estimates for the intercepts, source effect, and the source-186

by-religiosity interaction effect for each country.187

The fit-effect: Interaction between source and religiosity on credibility188

The source-by-religiosity interaction effect assesses to what extent the effect of source depends on189

raters’ own religious background (religiosity was globally standardised). Our hypothesis states190

that for low religious individuals, credibility ratings should be higher for gobbledegook from a191

scientific source than for gobbledegook from a spiritual guru. For highly religious individuals,192

the reversed effect is expected, i.e., higher credibility ratings for gobbledegook ascribed to a guru193

than for gobbledegook ascribed to a scientist. The interaction term was therefore constrained194

to be negative, in the sense that the coefficient of the source effect becomes smaller (or negative)195

with increased religiosity. Note that although the interaction term was constrained to have a196
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negative sign, for consistency, we still refer to the model as the positive effects model.197

For hypothesis 2, the model comparison summarized in Table 1 shows that the data provide198

most evidence for the common source-by-religiosity interaction model, which assumes a consistent199

interaction effect across countries, BF10 = 0.99 × 1015 (R2 = 18.1% [17.2%, 19.0%]). The data200

are uninformative for distinguishing between the common interaction and the varying positive201

interaction model (BF1p = 1.28), indicating that both are equally plausible. While we cannot202

conclude whether or not the size of the interaction effect differs substantially between countries,203

both models provide strong evidence for a source-by-religiosity effect across all countries. The204

mean of the unstandardized source-by-religiosity interaction effect is -0.21 [-0.29, -0.14] and the205

standard deviation between countries is 0.09 on the 7-point Likert scale. As becomes evident206

from Figure 2d, the interaction entails that the relative preference in credibility for statements207

from the scientist versus the spiritual guru decreases with higher religiosity. This effect is208

further unpacked in Figure 2c, which shows that in every country, except for Croatia, religiosity209

is more predictive of credibility ratings for statements from the guru than for statements from210

the scientist.211

Exploratory Analyses212

In an exploratory fashion, we assessed to what extent the source manipulation influenced the213

effort participants put into processing the statements. To this end, we looked at (1) response214

time for the evaluation of each statement as a proxy for processing time of the message, and (2)215

memory performance of words presented in the statements as a proxy for encoding quality. For216

these exploratory models, we only assessed evidence for a common effect, as visual inspection of217

the data suggested no or only very small and homogeneous effects (see Figure 3).218

Processing Time219

For processing time the data indicate a common effect of source: participants spent more time220

processing the statement of the scientist (median RT = 28.30 seconds) than that of the guru221

(median RT = 27.0 seconds; BF10 = 8,050.48). Processing times were log-transformed for the222

analysis, to account for the positive skew that is typically observed in response time data. How-223

ever, the standardized effect size is very small: 0.058 [0.023, 0.087]. There was strong evidence224

against an interaction between source and religiosity ratings on processing time: religiosity is225

not predictive of the difference in processing time for the scientist vs. the guru (BF10 = 0.03,226

BF01 = 30.78).227

Memory Performance228

After the rating question, participants were presented with a recall item that required them to229

indicate which words they recognized from the statement. The list consisted of 5 target (included230

in the statement) and 5 distractor words (not in the statement) for each source. An F1 score was231

calculated per person per source, which gives the harmonic mean of the precision (proportion232

true positives of all selected words) and recall (proportion true positives of all presented target233

words). F1 ranges between 0 and 1, with 1 being perfect performance.234
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The analysis indicated some evidence against a common effect of source on memory per-235

formance: participants did not perform better on recognising words from the statement by the236

scientist than by the guru (BF10 = 0.53; BF01 = 1.90; standardized estimate = 0.014 [0.001,237

0.035]). Finally, there was some evidence against an interaction, BF10 = 0.31, BF01 = 3.27.238

As a sanity check, we showed that there is an extremely strong effect of processing time239

on memory performance; participants who spent more time processing the statement, also per-240

formed better on the memory task (BF10 =∞).241

Validation using previously collected trust ratings242

In addition to the experimental data collected in this study, we also examined an existing243

dataset that includes surveyed trust ratings for scientists and traditional healers for 117,191244

participants across 143 countries. Note that the analysis on this dataset was not preregistered.245

Analysis of these data corroborated the results from our experimental manipulations; on average246

scientists are considered more trustworthy than traditional healers, standardized estimate = 0.30247

[0.06, 0.58] (for comparison: the standardized estimate for the experimental source effect on248

credibility is 0.41 [0.22, 0.49]). While the positive effects model strongly outperforms both the249

null model and the common effect model (BF+0, BF+1 > 10308; R2 for the positive effects model250

= 28.1% [27.8%, 28.3%]), the analysis indicates most evidence for the unconstrained modelMu,251

which indicates that scientists are not explicitly trusted more than traditional healers in all of252

the 143 countries, BFu+ = 320.76. Nonetheless, as displayed in Figure 4a, only in 3 out of253

the 143 countries the mean of the estimated source effect is negative, while the overall effect is254

clearly positive.255

We also investigated the fit-effect in this dataset, by including an interaction term between256

authority (scientists vs. traditional healers) and religiosity (religious vs. not religious). Because257

in 41 countries all of the participants indicated that they were religious, we could not reli-258

ably estimate varying effects for the authority-by-religiosity interaction. There was, however,259

strong evidence for an overall interaction between authority and religiosity, BF10 = 6.3× 1014,260

R2 = 28.1% [27.8%, 28.4%] standardized estimate = -0.09 [-0.14, -0.02] (for comparison: the261

standardized estimate for the experimental source-by-religiosity effect on credibility is -0.12 [-262

0.16, -0.08]). The pattern of the interaction is the same as for the experimental credibility data:263

the relative difference between trust in scientists vs. traditional healers is smaller for religious264

individuals than for non-religious individuals. Interestingly, while the experimental study found265

that religiosity was associated with increased credibility ratings for both sources, albeit to a266

smaller extent for the scientist (see Figure 2c), the trust data show a positive effect of religios-267

ity on trust for traditional healers (standardized estimate = 0.03 [0.02, 0.04]), yet a negative268

effect of religiosity on trust for scientists (standardized estimate = -0.01 [-0.02, -0.01]). See the269

Appendix for an additional exploratory analysis on the country-level correlation in the source270

effect between the primary experimental dataset and secondary validation dataset on trust.271

Robustness and additional checks272

We conducted 8 additional analyses that the results should be robust against, including all273

specifications mentioned in the preregistration:274
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1. Excluding observations for which participants did not correctly recall the source of the275

statement (nobs = 1616 [7.95%]);276

2. Excluding data from Lithuania because n < 300 (as preregistered);277

3. Using a different, less informed prior setting for r scale; r =
√
2
2 ≈ 0.707, corresponding to278

a ‘wide’ prior scale provided in the BayesFactor package76;279

4. Using the importance rating instead of the credibility rating as the outcome variable.280

5. Applying a between-subjects design by only taking the first observation per participant.281

6. Including all participants, including those who failed the attention check.282

7. Running the analyses without adding any predictors as covariates;283

8. Running the analyses including all covariates that might affect either the independent284

variable (religiosity) or the dependent variable (credibility ratings): statement version (A285

or B), presentation order (guru–scientist or scientist–guru), participant age (in decades),286

participant gender, level of education, and perceived socio-economic status (SES).287

The results of these robustness analyses are given in Table 2 and corroborate the conclusions288

from the main analyses: the data indicate (a) a source effect that varies between countries but is289

consistently positive (scientist > guru), and (b) a positive source-by-religiosity interaction effect290

(either a common or varying effect).291
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Table 2: Bayes factor of different models for robustness checks

Robustness Set Nobs Estimate [95%CI] BF10 BF+1 Preferred

Source effect
Main analysis 20,318 0.70 [0.60, 0.79] 10210 1017 M+

Excluding source incorrect 18,702 0.78 [0.69, 0.88] 10249 1015 M+

Excluding Lithuania (n < 300) 19,736 0.69 [0.59, 0.79] 10200 1017 M+

Default prior settings 20,318 0.70 [0.56, 0.84] 10210 1015 M+

Importance as outcome variable 20,318 0.53 [0.43, 0.63] 10113 1011 M+

Between-subjects design 10,159 0.83 [0.68, 0.98] 10145 1020 M+

Including all subjects 20,980 0.69 [0.59, 0.78] 10210 1020 M+

No covariates 20,318 0.70 [0.60, 0.79] 10199 1017 M+

All covariates 20,318 0.70 [0.60, 0.79] 10211 1017 M+

Fit Effect (Source*Religiosity)
Main analysis 20,318 -0.21 [-0.29, -0.14] 1015 0.78 M1

Excluding source incorrect 18,702 -0.23 [-0.32, -0.15] 1017 4.85 M+

Excluding Lithuania (n < 300) 19,736 -0.21 [-0.29, -0.13] 1014 0.90 M1

Default prior settings 20,318 -0.21 [-0.34, -0.09] 1013 10−6 M1

Importance as outcome variable 20,318 -0.18 [-0.26, -0.10] 109 0.02 M1

Between-subjects design 10,159 -0.22 [-0.33, -0.12] 107 4.67 Mu

Including all subjects 20,980 -0.22 [-0.29, -0.14] 1015 0.56 M1

No covariates 20,318 -0.22 [-0.29, -0.14] 1014 0.77 M1

All covariates 20,318 -0.21 [-0.29, -0.13] 1016 0.09 M1

Note. Across all eight sets of robustness checks, the results are qualitatively equal to those of the
main analyses (column 1); the data indicate (a) a strong source effect that varies between countries
but is consistently positive (scientist > guru), (b) a source-by-religiosity interaction effect (either
a common or varying effect). Subscripts reflect parameter constraints; 0 indicates the null model,

+ indicates a varying positive effect, and 1 indicates a common effect. Preferred refers to the best
predicting model based on the data.
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Figure 2: Summary of the multilevel-model (unconstrained) estimates per country and predicted overall effects.
It is apparent that there is substantial variation across the 24 countries in (a) overall credibility judgments (i.e.,
intercept) and (b) the effect of scientific vs. spiritual source. Panel c shows that individual religiosity has a
stronger effect on credibility judgments for the spiritual guru (red circles) than for the scientist (grey circles).
The estimates are ordered from largest to smallest, and the open circles denote negatively valued effects. The
errorbars give the 95% credible interval for each country. The vertical lines denote the overall estimated effect with
the 95% credible interval in the shaded bands. The dashed lines indicates zero. Panel d displays the predicted
credibility as a function of source and individual religiosity, showing that the difference in credibility ratings
for the scientist (grey lines) vs. the guru (red lines) is less pronounced for high religiosity individuals than low
religiosity individuals. The shaded bands reflects the 95% credible intervals, the x’s reflect the observed values
for 2 randomly sampled participants per country, and the circles reflect the corresponding estimated values. The
x’s and circles are jittered to enhance visibility.
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Figure 3: Multilevel-model (unconstrained) estimates for the source effect (a) on (log-transformed) processing
time and (b) on memory performance (range 0–1). The estimates are ordered from largest to smallest, and the
open circles denote negatively valued effects. The errorbars give the 95% credible interval for each country. The
vertical lines denote the overall estimated effect with the 95% credible interval in the shaded bands. The dashed
lines indicates zero.

Figure 4: Multilevel-model (unconstrained) estimates and predicted overall effects for explicit trust ratings.
Panel a displays the source effect on trust ratings for each of the 143 countries, showing that in all but 3 countries,
scientists are trusted more than traditional healers. The estimates are ordered from largest to smallest, and the
open circles denote negatively valued effects. The errorbars give the 95% credible interval for each country. The
vertical lines denote the overall estimated effect with the 95% credible interval in the shaded bands. The dashed
lines indicates zero. Panel b displays the predicted trust rating as a function of source and individual religiosity,
showing that religious individuals trust scientists slightly less and traditional healers more compared to non-
religious individuals. The shaded bands reflects the 95% credible intervals, the x’s reflect the observed values for
2 randomly sampled participants per country, and the circles reflect the estimated values per condition. The x’s
are jittered to enhance visibility.
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Discussion292

In the current cross-cultural study, we used a straightforward manipulation and measurement293

of source credibility effects at the individual level. We found a robust source effect on credi-294

bility judgments of meaningless statements ascribed to different authority figures; across all 24295

countries and all levels of religiosity, gobbledegook from a scientist was considered more credible296

than the same gobbledegook from a spiritual guru. In addition to this robust overall Einstein297

effect, participants’ background beliefs predicted the credibility evaluations; individuals scoring298

low on religiosity considered the statement from the guru less credible than the statement from299

the scientist, while this difference was less pronounced for highly religious individuals. These300

patterns were consistent with explicit trust data collected for over 100,000 individuals from 143301

countries: across 140 out of 143 of these countries, people indicated greater trust in scientists302

than in traditional healers, with a larger difference for non-religious compared to religious indi-303

viduals. Robustness analyses for the experimental study indicated that the effects were robust304

against different data inclusion criteria (e.g., attention checks) and analytic choices (e.g., selec-305

tion of covariates, dependent variable, prior settings). Moreover, the effects also compellingly306

emerged when analysed as a between-subjects design (see Table 2), suggesting that they are not307

simply explained by social desirability or participants responding in line with their guess of the308

research hypothesis (also note that recent empirical work indicates that online survey experi-309

ments are generally robust to experimenter demand effects77). Results of exploratory reaction310

time analyses suggest that in addition to giving more positive evaluations, people may actually311

put more effort into processing information from credible sources (though they did not recall312

it better). In particular, participants spent more time and may have tried relatively harder to313

decipher the gobbledegook from the scientist, whereas prior scepticism may have steered some314

to immediately dismiss the information from the guru as nonsense.315

The pattern of results suggests that variability in the source effect between individuals and316

countries is more strongly driven by differences in credibility of the spiritual authority than the317

scientific authority. Based on the literature one could consider various plausible hypotheses ex-318

plaining cross-cultural variation in the source effects, for instance in terms of cultural religiosity,319

vertically vs. horizontally structured societies, general trust in authorities, and specific trust320

patterns toward religious and secular authorities78–83. However, while our analysis indicated321

quantitative differences in the size of the source effect between countries (i.e., varying positive322

effects), we did not find qualitative differences (i.e., changes in the direction or presence of the ef-323

fect). Descriptively, the weakest source effects (i.e., smallest difference between the scientific and324

the spiritual source) are observed in Asian countries (Japan, China, India), possibly because the325

spiritual guru as presented in the survey more closely fits Eastern belief systems than Abrahamic326

traditions. However, this explanation remains speculative and we are hesitant to over-interpret327

the cross-national variability both in the overall credibility judgments and the effect of source.328

While we included main effects of age, gender, level of education and socio-economic status in329

the analyses, the different sampling strategies that were applied between countries also calls for330

caution in making inferences based on direct comparisons.331

Our findings could reflect a universal gullibility with regard to gobbledegook statements: only332

a small minority of participants, regardless of their national or religious background, displayed333
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candid scepticism towards the nonsense statements, and 76% of participants rated the scientist’s334

gobbledegook at or above the midpoint of the credibility scale (vs. 55% for the guru). However,335

the notion of a general gullibility underlying the observed effects is not entirely supported by336

the data. The median response was the midpoint of the credibility scale. Participants may have337

primarily used the midpoint of the scale to indicate that they were uncertain about whether338

or not the claim was credible, i.e., to refrain from passing judgment at all84–86. This response339

might appear as a lack in motivation to critically reflect on the information that was presented;340

at the same time, saving one’s cognitive resources can also be considered ‘strategic’. First,341

as with most psychology experiments, our study was a zero-stakes task with no incentive for342

accuracy, which may have lowered effort and biased responses toward the midpoint. Second,343

when analytic reasoning about the plausibility of a presented claim does not yield any conclusion,344

the most rational thing to do may be either suspending judgment (selecting the neutral midpoint345

of the rating scale) or calibrating judgment to prior beliefs about the source of the claim. If346

one considers the group to which the source belongs generally competent and benevolent, it347

makes sense to give a positive judgment of their difficult-to-evaluate claim. After all, credible348

experts often acquired credentials based on their reputation of discovering phenomena that349

seem implausible at first glance55. For instance, the premises of using vaccines (‘inserting a350

virus prevents disease’) or facts about climate change (‘humans are changing the weather’) are351

intuitively dubious, yet reputable scientists have convinced many laypeople of their truth.352

In this study, we intentionally selected authorities that are generally considered benevo-353

lent30,31 and we generated statements that are nearly impossible to (in)validate and that bear354

no relation to controversial or politicized scientific topics about which people may have strong355

prior attitudes (such as efficacy of vaccinations, climate change etc.). By using ambiguous claims356

without any specific ideological content, we tried to isolate the worldview effect regarding the357

source from any worldview effect related to the content of the claims. At the same time, we358

aimed to maximize the efficacy of our manipulation, by varying the names, photographs, and359

visual contexts (chalkboard vs. stars) in addition to the authorities’ profession. This approach360

makes it more difficult to single out which specific factor contributes to the source effect (e.g.,361

the observed effects might be partly driven by the authorities’ appearance rather than their362

domain of expertise). Relatedly, some participants might have recognized the depicted men363

(Enrico Fermi and José Argüelles), although we consider it unlikely that many did. As we did364

not ask whether participants recognized any of the depicted sources, we tried to indirectly and365

retrospectively assess recognition by scanning the open text items at the end of the survey (com-366

ments and awareness item) for any mentioning of either ‘Enrico’, ‘Fermi’, ‘José’, or ‘Argüelles’367

(ignoring capitalization or diacritical marks). Only one (Spanish) participant mentioned recog-368

nizing both of the sources. While this obviously does not prove no other participants might have369

known the depicted sources, it seems unlikely that this was the case for a large proportion of370

participants. On the other hand, the multifaceted nature of the manipulation also increases its371

ecological validity; our stimuli resemble popular internet memes and real-life instances of source372

credibility also involve a combination of different features (e.g., authorities typically look the373

part in public and appear in congruous contexts). Furthermore, a recent study showed that the374

mere mentioning of a famous source such as Aristotle or the Dalai Lama enhanced profundity375
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ratings for pseudo-profound nonsense relative to unauthored versions, suggesting that even the376

mere name of an authority may suffice to induce source effects87.377

The effects observed in our experimental data and the associations identified in the existing378

trust data were highly comparable, suggesting that by using our source credibility manipulation379

we tapped into participants’ attitudes about scientific and religious authorities. A noteworthy380

divergence, however, is that whereas our data showed a small positive relation between religiosity381

and credibility ratings for gobbledegook from the scientist, the trust data demonstrated a small382

but negative association between religiosity and trust in scientists. The finding that religious383

people are generally less trusting towards science has often been reported in the literature53,88–90.384

However, recent studies suggest that the negative relation between religiosity and trust in science385

might be US-specific and be weak or absent in other countries91–94. Additionally, although386

trust is likely closely linked to credibility, explicit trust assessments and credibility ratings of387

specific statements may diverge, perhaps particularly for the kind of obscure statements used in388

the current study. That is, the gobbledegook statements may still have resonated better with389

religious individuals than non-religious individuals, resulting in the main effect of religiosity on390

credibility ratings. This main effect may be driven by a tendency for intuitive reasoning, which391

has been related to religiosity78,95,96 and receptivity of pseudo-profound and pseudo-scientific392

nonsense36,67. It could thus be that mistrust in science only partially dampens the allure of393

well-sounding science-related gobbledegook for intuitive reasoners36.394

Notably, our study showed that across 24 countries even those who are highly religious are395

prone to a scientific source credibility bias, what we have deemed the Einstein effect. Looking396

ahead, there are at least six compelling horizons for future research to address the generalizabil-397

ity and underlying causes of the Einstein effect. First, whether scientific education diminishes398

the appeal of scientific authority outside its immediate domain remains unclear. Although those399

who place faith in science are prone to Einstein effects38,40,97,98, strong scepticism is normative400

within the practice of science – as anyone who has experienced peer-review will attest. Although401

it is 150 years after Charles Peirce famously argued for fixing beliefs from the “method of science”402

in favour the “method of authority” the role of appeals to scientific authority among scientists403

remains unclear99. Second, future researchers might investigate whether political partisanship404

predicts differences in scientific-source credibility. Although political commitments may share405

common psychological features with religious commitments100–103, the rise of anti-science pop-406

ulist ideologies might diminish or reverse Einstein effects among political partisans. In contrast,407

individual differences in deference to science104 may predict enhanced Einstein effects, although408

a recent study failed to find this pattern for faith in science105. Third, the historical origins409

of scientific source credibility across different cultures remain unclear. If we were to wind back410

the clock a century to Einstein’s era, would we also observe preferential source-credibility for411

scientific authority over spiritual authority? Fourth, the proximate and sustaining social and412

technological causes of scientific source credibility are not addressed in our study, and remain413

ripe for investigations. Is scientific source credibility an artefact of global information networks,414

country-wide science education, or the sequestering of religious authority to the private domain?415

Fifth, although our study covers 24 countries worldwide, we cannot claim universality for our416

findings. Indeed, investigating source credibility in cultures where spiritual authority dominates417
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may help to clarify the mechanistic questions that our study raises but does not address. Sixth,418

future work may extend the current work and investigate how the Einstein effect is affected419

by content cues (e.g., the use of jargon, argument coherence, disclosure of uncertainty106) and420

personal attitudes towards the topic107–109.421

In conclusion, our results strongly suggest that scientific authority is generally considered422

a reliable source for truth, more so than spiritual authority. Indeed, there are ample exam-423

ples demonstrating that science serves as an important cue for credibility; the cover of Donald424

Trump’s niece’s family history book is adorned by “Mary L. Trump, PhD”; advertisements for425

cosmetic products often claim to be “clinically proven” and “recommended by dermatologists”,426

and even the tobacco industry used to appeal to science (e.g., “more doctors smoke Camels427

than any other cigarette”). By systematically quantifying the difference between acceptance of428

statements by a scientific and spiritual authority in a global sample, this work addresses the429

fundamental question of how people trust what others say about the world. Although science430

and scientists are certainly not infallible, it may be reassuring that irrespective of one’s religious431

worldview, most people still have a tendency to use science more than spirituality as a heuristic432

for the trustworthiness and credibility of information.433

Methods434

Participants435

In total, 10, 535 participants completed the online experiment. Of these, 340 participants (3.23%)436

were excluded because they failed the attention check (but see Table 2 for equivalent results437

when data all participants are included), leaving an analytic sample of N = 10, 195 from 24438

countries (see Table 3 for descriptive statistics per country). Participants were recruited from439

university student samples, from personal networks, and from representative samples accessed440

by panel agencies and online platforms (MTurk, Kieskompas, Sojump, TurkPrime, Lancers,441

Qualtrics panels, Crowdpanel, and Prolific). Participants were compensated for participation442

by a financial remuneration, the possibility for a reward through a raffle, course credits, or443

no compensation. There were no a priori exclusion criteria; everyone over 18 years old could444

participate. Participants were forced to answer all multiple choice questions, hence there was445

no missing data (except for 36 people who did not provide a valid age). The countries were446

convenience-sampled (i.e., through personal networks), but were selected to cover all 6 conti-447

nents and include different ethnic majorities and religious majorities (Christian, Muslim, Hindu,448

Jewish, Eastern religions, as well as highly secular societies). Table 3 displays the method of449

recruitment and compensation per country.450

The study was approved by the local ethics committee at the Psychology Department of451

the University of Amsterdam (Project #2018-SP-9713). Additional approval was obtained from452

local IRBs at the Adolfo Ibáñez University (Chile), the Babes-Bolyai University (Romania),453

the James Cook University (Singapore), Royal Holloway, University of London (UK), and the454

University of Connecticut (US).455
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Table 3: Descriptives Statistics per Country

N Age (SD) Women (%) Religiosity Sample Compensation

Australia 463 48.3 (16.0) 48.4 0.52 online panel money
Belgium 320 34.6 (13.1) 55.6 0.24 mixed raffle
Brazil 402 28.8 (10.4) 73.1 0.51 mixed none; credits
Canada 351 33.2 (10.5) 52.4 0.28 online panel money
Chile 308 30.8 (9.9) 59.1 0.33 mixed raffle
China 390 32.1 (8.4) 55.9 0.32 online panel money
Croatia 309 28.0 (6.9) 78.3 0.41 mixed raffle
Denmark 415 27.9 (10.3) 71.3 0.26 mixed raffle
France 405 40.6 (12.8) 64.2 0.29 online panel money
Germany 1,287 27.5 (9.0) 62.2 0.32 mixed raffle
India 394 30.4 (6.5) 36.3 0.73 online panel money
Ireland 434 42.6 (15.0) 51.8 0.48 online panel money
Israel 501 27.9 (10.1) 73.5 0.37 students credits
Italy 342 27.2 (8.2) 50.9 0.26 mixed none; money
Japan 424 40.6 (10.0) 43.9 0.29 online panel money
Lithuania 291 24.1 (7.0) 83.2 0.35 students none
Morocco 329 32.1 (11.8) 16.1 0.70 online panel money
Netherlands 482 57.6 (14.7) 25.3 0.28 online panel money
Romania 539 24.4 (7.4) 85.2 0.55 mixed raffle
Singapore 308 22.2 (3.4) 62.0 0.45 students credits
Spain 337 41.9 (13.9) 31.2 0.21 online panel money
Turkey 362 39.2 (11.1) 24.6 0.33 online panel money
UK 400 36.2 (12.7) 65.8 0.23 online panel money
US 402 35.8 (14.4) 51.0 0.45 mixed none; money

Total 10,195 33.8 (13.8) 55.9 0.38 – –

Note. Religiosity refers to the self-reported level of individual religiosity, transformed on a 0-1 scale.
Sample indicates the composition of the sample based on the method of recruitment per site.

Sampling Plan456

We preregistered a target sample size of n = 400 per country and 20-25 target countries. The457

preregistered sample size and composition allowed us to look at overall effects, effects within458

countries, and between countries. As we applied a Bayesian statistical framework, we needed a459

minimum of 20 countries to have sufficient data for accurate estimation in cross-country com-460

parisons110. However, our main interest were overall effects - rather than effects for individual461

countries. With approximately 8,800 participants, we would have sufficient data to reliably es-462

timate overall effects, especially since the source effect is within-subjects. Data collection was463

terminated by November 30th, 2019. The data from ten participants who completed the survey464

after this termination date were retained in the dataset.465
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Materials466

The study was part of a larger project on cross-cultural effects related to religiosity (see Appendix467

for details about the project). The full translated survey for each included country can be found468

at osf.io/kywjs/. The relevant variables for the current study were individual religiosity, the469

manipulated source of authority, and the ratings of the statements.470

Participant religiosity was measured using established items taken from the World Values471

Survey80, covering religious behaviours (institutionalized such as church attendance and private472

such as prayer/mediation), beliefs, identification, values, and denomination (see Table A5 for the473

exact items). Besides having high face-validity, these measures have been applied cross-culturally474

in other studies79,111,112. A Bayesian reliability analysis using the Bayesrel package113 indicated475

good internal consistency of the religiosity measure, McDonald omega = 0.930 [0.927, 0.931].476

The religious membership item was removed from the scale, as this item was only moderately477

correlated with the other items (item-rest correlation = 0.608, all others > 0.706) and dropping478

it improved the reliability to omega = 0.939 [0.938, 0.941]. The remaining seven individual479

religiosity items were transformed on a 0-1 scale (to make each item contribute equally to the480

scale), tallied to create a religiosity score per participant, and grand-mean standardized for the481

analyses.482

The experimental stimuli consisted of two gobbledegook statements that were attributed to483

a spiritual guru and to a scientific authority (within-subjects). We created two versions of the484

statement, manipulating (1) the background of the frame: an opaque new-age purple galaxy485

background vs. an opaque dark green chalkboard with physics equations, (2) the accompanying486

gray-scale photo of the alleged source: a man in robes (photo of José Argüelles) vs. a man in487

an old-fashioned suit (photo of Enrico Fermi), and (3) the reported profession: spiritual leader488

vs. scientist (see Figure 5)). Additionally, in the introductory text, the source was further an-489

nounced as “Saul J. Adrian - a spiritual authority in world religions” vs. “Edward K. Leal - a490

scientific authority in the field of particle physics”, names counter-balanced. The names were fic-491

titious and the photos were taken from Wikipedia with re-use permission. The two versions of the492

text were three-sentence, 37/38 word statements. We generated the statements using the New-493

Age bullshit generator (http://sebpearce.com/bullshit/), that combines new-age buzzwords in a494

syntactically correct structure resulting in meaningless, but pseudo-profound sounding texts67.495

The two versions of the text were counterbalanced between sources. Participants were randomly496

assigned to the scientific-spiritual or the spiritual-scientific ordered condition. The stimuli in497

each language are provided at osf.io/qsyvw/.498

The main outcome variable pertained to judgments of importance and credibility of gob-499

bledegook, measured on a 7-point Likert scale from not at all important / not at all credible to500

extremely important / extremely credible, respectively. A multiple choice recognition item for501

the source that expressed the statement was included as a manipulation check. In our preregis-502

tration, we did not specify that we would exclude participants based on incorrect recall of the503

source of the statement. We therefore kept all observations in the data set for the main analyses504

and additionally ran the models without the observations for which the source was not recalled505

correctly. The results of this robustness check are provided in Table 2. For exploratory purposes,506

we also measured reading and processing time for the statement, as well as depth of processing.507

https://osf.io/kywjs/
http://sebpearce.com/bullshit/
https://osf.io/qsyvw/
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(a) Spiritual authority – Statement A (b) Scientific authority – Statement B

Figure 5: Example stimuli used in the survey. The statements were generated using the New-Age bullshit
generator (http://sebpearce.com/bullshit/) and translated into the language the study was conducted in. The
statements were counterbalanced between sources across participants.

The latter was operationalized as the number of items correctly identified as having appeared508

in the statement. Participants were presented with a list of 10 words, including 5 targets and 5509

distractors, and were asked to select the words that they recognised from the statement.510

Procedure511

Participants received a link to the Qualtrics survey, either by email, social media or through512

an online platform. After reading the instructions and providing informed consent, they first513

completed items for a separate study about religiosity and trustworthiness. Next, they were514

presented with the first statement and source stimulus, rated its importance and credibility,515

completed the manipulation check to validate that they registered the source, and completed516

the word recall item. These elements were then repeated for the second statement. After that,517

participants completed items about body-mind dualism. Finally, they provided demographics, a518

quality of life scale, the religiosity items and were given the opportunity to provide comments. It519

took about 10 minutes to complete the entire survey (median completion time was 11.4 minutes).520

Data Analysis521

We used the R package BayesFactor76 to estimate and test the multilevel Bayesian regression522

models114,115. The multilevel Bayesian modelling approach allows us to systematically evaluate523

the evidence in the data under different models: (i) across all countries the effect is truly null;524

(ii) all countries share a common nonzero effect; (iii) countries differ, but all effects are in the525

same (predicted) direction; and (iv) in some countries the effect is positive whereas in others526

the effect is negative. The models differ in the extent to which they constrain their predictions,527

from the most constrained (i) to completely unconstrained (iv). We refer to these models as528

the null model, the common effect model, the positive effects model, and the unconstrained529

model, respectively. Note that while the predictions from model (iii) are less constrained than530

those from model (ii), it is more difficult to obtain evidence for small effects under the latter531

model because it assumes that the effect is present in every country, rather than only in the532

aggregate sample. When applied to our hypothesis for the source effect, evidence for (i) would533

indicate that people from these 24 countries do not differentially evaluate credibility of claims534

from a guru or a scientist, evidence for (ii) would indicate that on average people from these 24535

countries consider claims from a scientist more credible than from a guru (or vice versa) with536

little between-country variability in the size of the effect, evidence for (iii) would indicate that537

http://sebpearce.com/bullshit/
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in all of the 24 countries, people consider claims from a scientist more credible than from a guru538

(or vice versa), but there is cultural variation in the size of this effect, and evidence for (iv)539

would indicate that in some countries people consider claims from a scientist more credible than540

from a guru, and in other countries people consider claims from a guru more credible than from541

a scientist, indicating cultural variation in the direction (and size) of the effect. We used the542

interpretation categories for Bayes factors proposed by Lee and Wagenmakers116, based on the543

original labels specified by Jeffreys117.544

For the main effect of source (H1), we specified the following unconstrained model. Let Yijk545

be the credibility rating for the ith participant, i = 1, ..., N , in the jth country, j = 1, ..., 24, for546

the kth condition, k = 1, 2. Then:547

Yijk ∼ N(µ+ αj + viβ + riδj + xkγj , σ
2).

Here, the term µ + αj serve as the baseline credibility intercepts with µ being the grand548

mean and αj the jth country’s deviation from the grand mean. The β term reflects the fixed549

effect of the level of education covariate. δj is the jth country’s main effect of religiosity on550

credibility ratings. The crucial parameter here is γj which is the source effect for the jth551

country. In the common effects model, we will replace γi with γ. The variable xk = −0.5, 0.5 if552

k = 1, 2, respectively, where k = 1 indicates the scientist condition and the k = 2 indicates the553

guru condition. The variable vi is the standardized participant-level education covariate. The554

variable ri is the standardized religiosity score for each participant. Finally, σ2 is the variance555

in credibility ratings across participants.556

To test the source-by-religiosity interaction for hypothesis 2, the model from (1) is extended557

by including an interaction term:558

Yijk ∼ N(µ+ αj + viβ + riδj + xkγj + rixkθj , σ
2),

where θj is the parameter of interest, the religiosity*source interaction effect, with rixk as the559

product of the experimental condition and the standardized individual religiosity score. The560

parameter estimates as reported in the results section are based on the full model from (2).561

In order to systematically investigate which third variables should and should not be included562

in the statistical model, we used directed acyclic graphs (DAGs118) to visually represent the563

causal relations between the variables in our data119–121. In short, this method entails specifying564

directed relations (arrows) between different constructs and measures (nodes) in a given design,565

that allow one to intuitively reflect causal structures and determine which third variables should566

be accounted for and which should be ignored in the statistical model. Based on DAGs created567

in the R package ggdag122, both country and level of education were identified as potential568

confounding factors that warranted inclusion, as they may affect both religiosity123,124 and569

overall credibility assessments (e.g., due to skepticism). Country was therefore added as a570

clustering factor, while level of education was added as a fixed covariate in all models. We also571

ran the models while including all participant-level variables related to the primary measures,572

i.e., gender125, age126, SES127,128, statement version (A or B), and presentation order (guru–573

scientist or scientist–guru). Note that including these covariates improved the model fit, but574
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the qualitative results remain the same regardless of the (set of) covariates. See Figures A4-A6575

for details on the causal graphs and Table 2 for the primary results without any and with all576

covariates.577

Prior Settings578

The BayesFactor package applies the default priors for ANOVA and regression designs129,130,579

in which the researcher can determine the scale settings for each individual predictor in the580

model. We used the settings for the critical priors in the multilevel models as proposed by581

Rouder et al.115, concerning the scale settings on µγ , µθ and σ2γ , σ
2
θ . The scale on µγ , µθ reflects582

the expected size of the overall source effect and source-by-religiosity effect, respectively, and is583

set to 0.4 (small-medium effect). The scale of σ2γ , σ
2
θ reflects the expected amount of variability584

in these effects across countries. This scale is set to 60% of the overall effect, resulting in a value585

of 0.24. The prior scale for the overall between-countries variance was set to 1. We used 31,000586

iterations for the Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling and discarded the first 1,000 iterations587

(“burn-in”).588

Deviations from Preregistration589

We deviated from the preregistration in the following ways. First, in our preregistration, we590

formulated a hypothesis about the interaction between source and perceived cultural norms of591

religiosity in one’s country. However, in retrospect, we realized this hypothesis lacked theoreti-592

cal justification and the proposed analysis was methodologically suboptimal (see Appendix for593

details on this analysis).594

Second, as a stopping rule, we preregistered that data collection would be terminated (a)595

when the target of n = 400 per country was reached, or (b) by September 30th, 2019. However,596

due to unforeseen delays in construction of the materials and recruitment, this deadline was597

extended until November 30th, 2019. We did not download or inspect the data until after598

November 30th.599

Third, we preregistered to only include countries where usable data from at least 300 par-600

ticipants were collected (i.e., complete data from attentive participants). However, we decided601

to keep the n = 291 participants from Lithuania in the final sample, as the hierarchical models602

account for uncertainty in estimates from countries with smaller samples and removing these603

data will actually reduce the overall precision of the estimates. Moreover, it would simply be604

unfortunate to remove all data from a highly understudied country.605

Fourth, we preregistered that we would use the R package brms131 to analyse the data606

and estimate model parameters. However, we ended up using the BayesFactor package76.607

This method is arguably more suitable for model comparison and calculating Bayes factors in608

particular. However, we also ran the models as preregistered and report these results in the609

Appendix.610

Fifth, we added level of education as a participant-level covariate to the models, which611

improved the model fits. Note that adjustments 3-5 did not qualitatively change any of the612

results (see Table 2 and the Appendix).613
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Appendix1017

Hypothesis 3: Cultural Norms Effect1018

In our preregistration, we formulated a hypothesis about the interaction between source and1019

perceived cultural norms of religiosity in one’s country. We expected that this interaction-effect1020

at a country-level would mirror the individual religiosity effect; the relative difference in credi-1021

bility for the guru’s versus the scientist’s statement was expected to vary with perceived cultural1022

norms of religiosity per country, i.e., the extent to which religiosity is considered normative and1023

desirable in a society. However, when writing the manuscript we realized that there is no the-1024

oretical justification for why perceived religious norms would influence the relative credibility1025

judgment for the two sources, beyond any individual religiosity effect. Furthermore, the way the1026

cultural norms predictor was operationalized in the preregistration was suboptimal; we intended1027

to create an aggregated rating of perceived religious norms at the country level, resulting in1028

only 24 unique values, eliminating all within-country variability and thus greatly reducing the1029

resolution of the data. Using the individual data points would effectively test the hypothesis1030

that “the extent to which I perceive the average citizen in my country to value religion influences1031

my relative credibility evaluation for the scientist vs. the guru, irrespective of my own religious1032

beliefs.” We decided that this was in fact an unlikely hypothesis. Nevertheless, we report the1033

results of these suboptimal hypothesis tests here.1034

Cultural norms of religiosity were measured with two items assessing participants’ perception1035

of the extent to which the average person in their country considers a religious lifestyle and1036

belief in God/Gods/spirits important132. The preregistration mentioned that responses for the1037

cultural norms variable would be averaged per country to reflect the average perceived cultural1038

norm of religiosity in each country. However, we decided against averaging because that would1039

compromise the informativeness of the data and eliminate the possibility to draw conclusions1040

about whether participants’ perception of the cultural norms of religiosity affects their evaluation1041

of the credibility for the statement of the scientist and guru. Note that using the averaged data1042

makes the evidence weaker but does not qualitatively change the results. The presentation order1043

for the personal and cultural norms of religiosity was counterbalanced between participants, to1044

eliminate the possibility for unidirectional anchoring effects. See Table A5 for the exact items1045

and response options.1046

For hypothesis 3, the model comparison shows that the data provide most evidence for the1047

null model that does not include an interaction between source and perceived cultural norms1048

of religiosity, BF10 = 0.04; BF01 = 22.78; BF0u = 73874. The posterior probability that the1049

interaction is positive across all countries is <.001; the posterior probability that the overall1050

(i.e., the common) interaction effect is positive is 0.63. The mean of the unstandardized source-1051

by-cultural norms of religiosity interaction effect is -0.01 [-0.09, 0.07] and the standard deviation1052

between countries is 0.06.1053

Additional Model Statistics1054

For each of the models included in the analyses, we calculated the intraclass correlation (ICC;1055

proportion of the total variance that is accounted for by the clustering) and the explained1056
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Table A1: Bayes factor model comparisons to test H3

Model Bayes factor p(M)

M0 Countryu + Sourceu + Norms1 ∗ .96
M1 Countryu + Sourceu + Norms1 + Source*Norms1 1-to-22.78 .04
M+ Countryu + Sourceu + Norms1 + Source*Norms+ 1-to-108 < .01
Mu Countryu + Sourceu + Norms1 + Source*Normsu 1-to-73874 < .01

Note. Asterisks mark the preferred model for each hypothesis. The remaining values
are the Bayes factors for the respective model vs. the preferred model. Subscripts re-
flect parameter constraints; u indicates an unconstrained effect, 1 indicates a common
(positive/negative) effect, + indicates a varying positive/negative effect. p(M) gives the
posterior model probability. All models include a varying effect of religiosity, a common
effect of the source-by-religiosity interaction, and a common effect of the covariate level
of education.

variance (Bayesian R2; proportion of the total variance that is accounted for by the effects).1057

Explained variance was assessed using the bayes R2 function from the rstantools package133,1058

based on the method described by Gelman et al.134. Explained variance is given separately1059

for general R2 (all common and varying effects included in the respective model) and for the1060

marginal R2 (the common effects only). The means and 95% credible intervals for each of the1061

relevant models described in the main text are given in Table A2.1062

brms Models1063

Following our preregistration, we also fitted the models in the brms R package131. For hypotheses1064

1 (main effect of source) and 2 (interaction between source and individual religiosity) the models1065

fitted in brms corroborated the results from the BayesFactor analyses.1066

Research Question 11067

We preregistered to compare a multilevel ordered probit model with a varying intercept for1068

country1 to the model that additionally included a common (i.e., fixed) effect of source. The1069

analysis gave a Bayes factor of 4.83× 10188, again indicating that credibility rating were higher1070

for the scientist compared to the guru.1071

Research Question 21072

To test the fit effect that one’s worldview affects the difference in credibility ratings for the1073

scientist and the guru, we preregistered to compare two models with vs. without an interaction1074

between source and religiosity. The null model was specified as a multilevel ordered probit model1075

with a varying intercept for country and common effects for source and individual religiosity. The1076

alternative model additionally included a common interaction between source and religiosity.1077

Note that in the preregistration, we mentioned that the interaction term should be positive,1078

1We also included a varying intercept for subject, but with only 2 observations per subject fitting a separate
intercept for every participant does not make much sense, vastly increases processing time and induces convergence
issues. We therefore omitted the varying intercept for subjects.
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Table A2: Explained variance and intraclass correlation for all relevant models.

R2 Marginal R2 Intraclass correlation

Mean 95% CI Mean 95% CI Mean 95% CI

Common Effect Models
Source Effect 0.173 [0.165, 0.182] 0.076 [0.060, 0.094] 0.125 [0.079, 0.198]
Source-by-Religiosity 0.181 [0.172, 0.190] 0.081 [0.062, 0.102] 0.142 [0.095, 0.213]
Processing Time 0.107 [0.099, 0.114] 0.015 [0.012, 0.020] 0.147 [0.091, 0.235]
Memory Performance 0.098 [0.090, 0.105] 0.004 [0.002, 0.006] 0.128 [0.078, 0.207]
Source Effect Trust 0.229 [0.226, 0.232] 0.141 [0.139, 0.143] 0.110 [0.089, 0.134]
Source-by-Religiosity Trust 0.281 [0.278, 0.284] 0.133 [0.110, 0.157] 0.293 [0.258, 0.332]

Varying Effects Models
Source Effect 0.179 [0.170, 0.187] 0.077 [0.058, 0.099] 0.150 [0.103, 0.220]
Source-by-Religiosity 0.182 [0.174, 0.191] 0.082 [0.064, 0.101] 0.141 [0.095, 0.212]
Processing Time 0.108 [0.100, 0.115] 0.015 [0.011, 0.020] 0.152 [0.097, 0.238]
Memory Performance 0.099 [0.091, 0.106] 0.004 [0.002, 0.006] 0.134 [0.085, 0.210]
Source Effect Trust 0.281 [0.278, 0.283] 0.133 [0.110, 0.157] 0.296 [0.261, 0.334]

Note. Explained variance, split into general explained variance and marginal explained variance (fixed effects
only), and intraclass correlations. The 95% CI gives the lower and upper bound of the credible interval. Note
that there was no varying effect of the source-by-religiosity interaction for the trust model (validation dataset).

rather than negative. As it concerns an interaction between a continuous variable that has a1079

natural order (low religiosity → high religiosity) and one that has an arbitrary order (guru →1080

scientist or scientist → guru), the sign of interaction term depends entirely on the choice for1081

the reference category. As we believe it is more intuitive to talk about an increase in credibility1082

for the scientist vs. the guru, we used the guru as the reference category. Importantly, the1083

change in sign for the interaction term does thus not reflect a deviation from the preregistered1084

hypotheses. The Bayes factor for the comparison indicated strong evidence in favour of the1085

interaction model: BF10 = 5.42× 1022.1086

Research Question 31087

In order to test if the worldview-fit effect is also reflected at the country-level, we replaced the1088

individual religiosity predictor in the models for H2 by cultural norms of religiosity. Again,1089

two models were compared with the inclusion of a source*cultural norms interaction as the1090

critical difference between models. As opposed to the results from the BayesFactor models,1091

the brms analysis provides evidence in favor of the source*norms interaction: BF10 = 67.01.1092

Importantly, when we added background variables (gender, age, and education) and varying1093

effects of source per country as in the BayesFactor models in Table A1, the evidence for the1094

source*norms interaction disappeared: BF10 = 0.401. This suggests that based on the current1095

data, if there is an effect of cultural norms of religiosity on the source credibility effect for a1096

scientist vs a guru, it is at least fragile and small (β = −0.06, 95% CI[−0.09,−0.03]). The1097

individual religiosity effect, on the other hand, appears much more robust.1098
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Figure A1: Multilevel estimates of the standardized effects for all included predictors in the unconstrained
model for H2. The solid lines denote density distributions estimated with the BayesFactor package76 and the
dashed lines denote the estimations from the brms package131. The comparison shows that the estimates largely
coincide, although the BayesFactor estimates are slightly more conservative, especially for the source effect and
the religiosity effect. Note that these two predictors were included as varying effects in the models for both
packages.

Table A3: Full model estimates

BayesFactor Model brms Model

Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI

Source 0.407 [0.224, 0.493] 0.453 [0.392, 0.516]
Source*Religiosity -0.125 [-0.157, -0.081] -0.133 [-0.163, -0.102]
Religiosity 0.178 [0.108, 0.234] 0.267 [0.208, 0.325]
Education -0.066 [-0.082, -0.044] -0.068 [-0.083, -0.053]

Note. Est. = estimate; CI = credible interval. Estimates are standardized
parameter estimates from the full model for H2 as reported in the main text
and its ordinal equivalent in brms131.

Comparison estimates in BayesFactor and brms1099

Finally, in addition to the derived Bayes factors, we also compared the estimates of the best-1100

fitting model from the BayesFactor model to those from the brms model. This concerns the1101

model with varying effects for gender, age, education, source, and religiosity and a common effect1102

for the source*religiosity interaction. In brms the parameters are automatically standardized1103

for ordinal regression using the cumulative probit link function. Therefore, we also standardized1104

the parameters in the BayesFactor models (by standardizing the data, including the outcome1105

variable). As shown in Figure A1 and Table A3 the estimates for the included predictors1106

are largely similar, with slightly more conservative estimates for the BayesFactor model. The1107

main effect of religiosity seems the only estimate that is substantially smaller in the normal1108

BayesFactor models compared to the ordinal brms models.1109
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Figure A2: MCMC diagnostics. a. Chains for parameters with the smallest (varying slope for
source effect in Italy) and b. largest (varying slope for the religiosity effect in Japan) R̂ values.
c. Number of effective samples for each parameter in the full model.

MCMC Diagnostics1110

To investigate convergence of the MCMC chains, we calculated split-R̂135 based on the rank-1111

based method described in Vehtari et al.136. The smallest and largest R̂ values were 0.999971112

and 1.00040, respectively, indicating good within-chain convergence. The traceplots for these1113

smallest and largest R̂ values are shown in Figure A2a and b.1114

The number of effective samples (N̂eff ) was calculated per parameter to assess to what1115

extent autocorrelation in the chains reduces the certainty of the posterior estimates137. Ideally,1116

N̂eff is as large as possible136. The N̂eff for each of the 107 estimated parameters is displayed1117

in Figure A2c. Note that N̂eff can be larger than the the total number of iterations (in this1118

case: N = 30, 000) when the samples are anti-correlated or antithetical138. The smallest N̂eff =1119

24, 210.67 for the varying slope of the source-by-religiosity interaction for Croatia. For many1120

parameters, N̂eff is equal to the number of iterations or even higher. We therefore concluded1121

that the effective sample size is sufficient for valid interpretation of the estimates and inference.1122

Country Comparisons Across Datasets1123

To explore the country-level patterns in the source effect between both datasets, we assessed1124

the correlation between the experimental source credibility effect in the primary dataset and the1125

contrast of the trust ratings for scientists and traditional healers in the validation dataset per1126

country. The raw observed relation as well as the relation between the modeled source effects1127

are depicted in Figure A3a and b. The plots do not suggest a strong correlation between source1128

effects, which is corroborated by the evidence for the correlation: BF+0 = 1.06; BF+0 = 0.97 for1129

the observed and estimated source effects, respectively. These Bayes factors imply “absence of1130
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Figure A3: Correlation between the source effect in the new experimental dataset (set A) and
the validation survey data on trust (set B). Panel a shows the relationship between the observed
contrast effects (scientist minus guru) in both datasets. Each square represents a country. Panel
b shows the country-level estimates (medians) of the source effect in the experimental dataset
and the validation dataset. Each dot represents a country. The horizontal and vertical lines
denote the 95% credible intervals. Panels c and d display the posterior distribution of the
correlation coefficient ρ using the observed contrasts and estimated effects, respectively. The
vertical dashed line reflects the median value for ρ.

evidence”, meaning that we cannot conclude whether or not the country-level source effects are1131

related between the two datasets. The 95% credible intervals further support the uncertainty1132

of the correlation: ρobs = 0.17 [-0.22,0.52]; ρest = 0.15 [-0.22,0.50]. We note however, that1133

in addition to the uncertainty related to the small number of observations2, caution is also1134

warranted due to the difference in included samples and exact items (credibility of specific1135

nonsense statements vs. explicit trust in authorities) between datasets.1136

Causal Assumptions and Covariate Selection1137

In order to systematically investigate which third variables should and should not be included1138

in the statistical model, we used graphical causal models representing the relations between1139

the variables in our data. As part of the data of interest is observational (e.g., religiosity,1140

demographics), it is important to identify potential confounder variables, ‘back-door paths’,1141

mediators and colliders that may affect causal inference119–121. We identified the following1142

structure based on theoretical assumptions about the measured variables:1143

2These were the 24 countries from the main dataset minus China, for which no religiosity data was available
in the validation dataset.
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Figure A4: Graphical model for the causal structure of the variables in the data.

• differences in perceived credibility of gooblededgook statements are (potentially) affected1144

by:1145

– the source of the statement (scientist vs. guru)1146

– order of presentation1147

– the statement itself1148

– country (culture)1149

– education (skepticism)1150

– religion.1151

• religion is affected by age, SES, education, gender, and country1152

• SES is affected by country, education, age, and gender1153

• education is affected by country, age, and gender1154

• recall of the source is a function of credibility, age and presentation order1155

Using directed acyclic graphs (DAGs118) created in the R package ggdag122, this resulted in1156

the structure as displayed in Figure A4. The adjustment set in Figure A5 shows that assuming1157

this model, we should only condition on (i.e., include) country and education as covariates or1158

adjustment variables. So, rather than “controlling for” all indicators that could affect either1159

the predictor or outcome of interest, we only adjusted for the indicators that are needed for1160

causal inference. Also note that experimental indicators such as presentation order and state-1161

ment version were fully counterbalanced between participants. As drawn in Figure A6, in the1162

large model, many covariates are identified as colliders; including those may introduce spurious1163

associations and bias the relation of interest between religiosity and (source) credibility. In the1164

adjusted model, none of the remaining covariates are colliders, making conditioning on country1165

and education valid inference choices.1166
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Figure A5: Graphical model of the adjusted set showing which variables (in red) should be
conditioned on for valid causal inference.

Figure A6: Potential colliders in the causal structure for the (a) large model and the (b) adjusted
model.
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A Note on Scientific Credibility and the COVID-19 Situation1167

In the main paper, we included the case of COVID-19 only as a timely example to introduce1168

our general topic, but we do not further elaborate on trust and credibility of authorities related1169

to COVID-19 specifically. That is, we believe that our findings bear a broader and more gen-1170

eral relevance for understanding source credibility-effects, that go beyond the current situation.1171

Many others have investigated the perception of experts in relation to COVID-19 specifically1172

in great detail, see for instance139–145. While we do not discuss COVID-19 at length in the1173

main paper, we quickly reflect here on the potential implications of these findings, using the1174

Netherlands as an illustration.1175

The pattern found in the studies referred to above is somewhat mixed, yet most data seem1176

to suggest that trust in science/scientists has either remained the same or even increased during1177

the pandemic. In the Netherlands for instance, the majority of the general public also still1178

places more trust in the Outbreak Management Team (OMT; a team of experts convened to1179

advise the government on policy in the event of an outbreak of infectious disease) and RIVM1180

(Dutch equivalent of the CDC) than Maurice de Hond or Willem Engel (Dutch public figures1181

and self-declared COVID-19 experts). This is for instance indirectly indicated by increased1182

vaccination willingness over the last months (about 80% in NL). Moreover, the public still mostly1183

relies on information regarding vaccination provided by vaccination centers (60.6%), the RIVM1184

website (48.1%) and GPs (39.6%), to a stronger extent than that provided by the media (34.8%),1185

trusted celebrities (2.5%) or social media (2%; see www.rivm.nl/gedragsonderzoek/maatregelen-1186

welbevinden/vaccinatiebereidheid). So while there are certainly individual differences in the1187

perception of who is considered an expert, it seems that, on average, scientific expertise is still1188

considered the most trustworthy source of information compared to other sources in relation to1189

COVID-19 - and perhaps more generally as our study suggests.1190

https://www.rivm.nl/gedragsonderzoek/maatregelen-welbevinden/vaccinatiebereidheid
https://www.rivm.nl/gedragsonderzoek/maatregelen-welbevinden/vaccinatiebereidheid
https://www.rivm.nl/gedragsonderzoek/maatregelen-welbevinden/vaccinatiebereidheid
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Supplementary Tables and Figures1191

Table A4: Estimates per country

Intercept Source Effect Source*Religiosity

Country Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI

Total 3.972 [3.747, 4.198] 0.696 [0.598, 0.794] -0.214 [-0.294, -0.136]
Australia 4.328 [4.222, 4.433] 0.553 [0.366, 0.738] -0.266 [-0.415, -0.119]
Belgium 3.655 [3.525, 3.786] 0.690 [0.475, 0.908] -0.286 [-0.496, -0.085]
Brazil 4.191 [4.077, 4.303] 0.558 [0.361, 0.752] -0.225 [-0.392, -0.058]
Canada 3.941 [3.821, 4.059] 0.930 [0.726, 1.141] -0.183 [-0.379, 0.011]
Chile 4.116 [3.994, 4.238] 0.785 [0.575, 0.994] -0.328 [-0.530, -0.131]
China 5.049 [4.940, 5.159] 0.444 [0.246, 0.639] -0.169 [-0.372, 0.036]
Croatia 3.444 [3.323, 3.564] 0.692 [0.483, 0.898] -0.006 [-0.185, 0.179]
Denmark 3.494 [3.383, 3.606] 0.821 [0.629, 1.014] -0.179 [-0.362, 0.002]
France 3.815 [3.705, 3.925] 0.630 [0.434, 0.819] -0.131 [-0.318, 0.064]
Germany 4.258 [4.198, 4.319] 0.688 [0.573, 0.804] -0.067 [-0.193, 0.064]
India 4.907 [4.680, 5.134] 0.491 [0.211, 0.760] -0.299 [-0.515, -0.087]
Ireland 4.010 [3.904, 4.116] 0.535 [0.346, 0.722] -0.341 [-0.516, -0.168]
Israel 4.095 [4.000, 4.189] 0.766 [0.597, 0.937] -0.206 [-0.382, -0.034]
Italy 4.078 [3.953, 4.203] 0.967 [0.757, 1.183] -0.161 [-0.364, 0.044]
Japan 3.912 [3.799, 4.023] 0.424 [0.229, 0.617] -0.208 [-0.432, 0.016]
Lithuania 3.548 [3.425, 3.671] 0.815 [0.604, 1.029] -0.244 [-0.453, -0.036]
Morocco 4.053 [3.902, 4.207] 0.628 [0.389, 0.863] -0.098 [-0.257, 0.065]
Netherlands 3.280 [3.179, 3.382] 0.654 [0.472, 0.831] -0.127 [-0.296, 0.045]
Romania 4.354 [4.248, 4.460] 0.575 [0.391, 0.758] -0.276 [-0.444, -0.110]
Singapore 3.904 [3.778, 4.032] 0.754 [0.544, 0.965] -0.229 [-0.446, -0.014]
Spain 3.474 [3.341, 3.609] 0.895 [0.677, 1.122] -0.219 [-0.423, -0.015]
Turkey 3.583 [3.470, 3.693] 1.026 [0.825, 1.233] -0.198 [-0.363, -0.034]
UK 3.682 [3.562, 3.803] 0.769 [0.566, 0.972] -0.365 [-0.569, -0.169]
US 4.110 [4.001, 4.219] 0.692 [0.503, 0.882] -0.369 [-0.548, -0.198]

Note. Est. = estimate; CI = credible interval. Estimates are unstandardized parame-
ter estimates from the full model for H2 as reported in the main text.
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Figure A7: Correlation between the credibility rating and importance rating per source. The size of the bubbles
reflects the relative number of observations for the respective value on the discrete scale.

Religiosity Items1192

Table A5: Religiosity Items

Individual Religiosity
1. Apart from weddings and funerals, about how often do you attend religious services these days?

[Never, practically never – more than once a week] (7-pt)
2. How often do you pray/meditate? [Never, practically never – several times a day] (8-pt)
3. Independently of whether you attend religious services or not, would you say you are: [A

religious person / not a religious person / an atheist]
4. Do you belong to a religion or religious denomination? If so, which one? [Yes / No, options

tailored to respective country ]
5. To what extent do you believe in God? [Not at all – very much] (7-pt)
6. To what extent do you believe in life after death? [Not at all – very much] (7-pt)
7. In your life, how important is a religious lifestyle? [Not at all important – extremely important]

(5-pt)
8. In your life, how important is belief in God? [Not at all important – extremely important]

(5-pt)
Cultural Norms of Religiosity
9. For an average US*citizen, how important would you say is a religious lifestyle? [Not at all

important – extremely important] (5-pt)
10. For an average US*citizen, how important would you say is belief in God? [Not at all important

– extremely important] (5-pt)

Note. Labels for the response options are given in square brackets, with the number of Likert scale
options in round brackets (where applicable). The differences in range of the response scales are
inherent to the fact that they are taken from existing scales. As we wanted to stay as close to the
original scales as possible, we refrained from modifying the response options.
* Adjusted to the nationality of each country.

Religious Replication Project1193

The aim of the religious replication project is to establish the robustness and potential boundary1194

conditions of classical findings in the psychology and cognitive science of religion. To this end1195

we conducted a large cross-cultural study by using standardized surveys and tasks in different1196

countries (for a similar approach, see78,146). We focused on four related topics: (1) the rela-1197

tion between religion and well-being, (2) the effects of religious and non-religious displays on1198
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perceived trustworthiness, (3) effects of source credibility on the perception of pseudo-profound1199

statements, and (4) dualist thinking and religion. These topics were combined in one package,1200

consisting of different scales and experimental manipulations. The current study focuses on the1201

the third sub-study, preregistration documents for the other three can also be found on the OSF1202

(osf.io/dj6ck/).1203

https://osf.io/dj6ck/

